ESCAPE TO A WORLD OF CHARM

As a haven of inspiration and luxury, our 238 spacious guest rooms at the Mission Inn Hotel & Spa celebrate the historic heritage of this National Historic Landmark with an artful blend of Mission Revival styling and modern day comforts.

Each with their own unique character and ambiance, you will find the exquisitely tasteful amenities coincide with your every need. For celebrating special occasions, hosting an important business meeting or simply to relax in lavish comfort, The Mission Inn Hotel & Spa offers 27 magnificent suites complete with luxurious amenities expected of a truly magnificent hotel.

Plush fabrics, elegant furnishings, and stunning architectural details welcome you home with open arms. Every suite has been individually designed with the finest appointments and enjoy a unique, yet highly esteemed history. From world famous guests to historical artifacts, the Inn's suites are where true luxury and rich history come together to create an extraordinary experience.

Just outside your room, gorgeous views of the Inn's countless hanging gardens and lush floral displays accentuate the beauty of the Mission Inn resort. The fresh scent of the citrus trees found all around the resort awaken your senses and renew your spirit. You are truly in a paradise found nowhere else in the world.

Whether you're looking for an intimate romantic escape, unforgettable family vacation or a relaxed business meeting, your ultimate comfort and convenience are the hallmarks of the service found at The Historic Mission Inn Hotel & Spa.

Deluxe Rooms $119*
Situated throughout the first and second floors, our Deluxe Rooms offer more balconies than any other room category. Views of the pool area or perhaps the Main Street Pedestrian Mall will enhance your stay. Deluxe Rooms are graciously captivating, distinctly styled, featuring beautiful décor and extraordinary furnishings. Standard Room Rate $199 - A $80 Savings

Raincross Rooms $129*
Located on the second and third floors, our Raincross Rooms offers a setting where you can relax in stylish and spacious comfort. The various views offered in these rooms include the Spanish Patio the Oriental Courtyard, the pool area or Las Campanas (formerly known as the Court of the Birds). Marble accents, granite countertops, and hand-painted tile floors are all features of the Raincross Rooms' restrooms. Standard Room Rate $209 - A $80 Savings

Glenwood Room $139*
Primarily on the third floor, our Glenwood Rooms present spacious floor plans with luxurious furnishings and unique architectural features. Outdoor patio seating and outside entrances, amongst flowering bougainvillea set the stage for your visit. Scenic hotel views and comfortable lounging areas within these guest rooms are attributes that provide an oasis for true relaxation. Standard Room Rate $219 - A $80 Savings

Mission Room $169*
Located on the top level of the resort, our Mission Rooms capture the breathtaking and panoramic views exclusive to The Mission Inn Hotel & Spa. Grand in size and style, our Mission Rooms are magnificently appointed and offer spectacular views. Whether overlooking the Spanish Patio on Authors' Row, or enjoying the water features and lush foliage in the Garden of the Sky, each Mission Room offers unique architectural features such as vaulted ceilings, stained and leaded glass windows. Standard Room Rate $249 - A $80 Savings
Alhambra Suite
$500*
Stepping inside, you are engulfed with the richness of the hardwood floors and impressed by the attention to detail in the tremendous, ornate fireplace. Within the dining area of the Alhambra Suite is a set of French doors that open to a balcony overlooking the Spanish Patio, providing a vantage point unlike any other.

Be sure to take full advantage of the luxurious furniture in the sitting area, while relaxing with friends or family. Retire to the soft earth tones of the peaceful bedroom and awaken refreshed and ready to begin your day. Standard Room Rate $900 - A $400 Savings

Junior Suites $219*
Our Junior Suites are located throughout the first, second and third floors of the hotel. Junior Suites are very spacious and accommodating for business or pleasure, with oversized sleeping rooms and separate sitting areas. Allowing you the ability to separate entertainment or business and rest, our Junior Suites are architecturally unique and beautifully decorated. Standard Room Rate $299 - A $80 Savings

Presidential Suites $400*
Majestic in size, these architecturally unique Suites have incredible views of the Spanish Patio or Alhambra Court, some offering spacious outdoor patios. Each Presidential Suite is decorated and furnished to reflect the incomparable character of The Mission Inn Hotel & Spa. As unique as the hotel itself, all of our Presidential Suites are one of a kind.

The Carrie Jacobs Bond Suite, named after the famous songwriter who frequented the Inn during the early part of the twentieth century, is a perfect example with Roman pillars and hand crafted, wood accents. Standard Room Rate $650 - A $250 Savings

Amistad Suite
$500*
Looking beyond the beautiful plants and central fountain of the Garden of the Sky, you'll gaze upon what is known as the Amistad (Friendship) Dome. Reaching the vast wooden double doors, you realize that the Amistad Dome is directly above you and you are about to see what is housed underneath it.

Walking into the Amistad, also known as the Anne Rice Suite, one of your first instincts is to stare up into the dome allowing your imagination to take in the immense space and hand painted mural. Standard Room Rate $900 - A $400 Savings

Keeper of the Inn Suite $700*
The grandeur and elegance of this Suite is a must see. With accents of mahogany and granite throughout the Suite, the richness you experience is around every corner. While boasting to be the only Suite in the entire resort to have a working fireplace, it will exceed expectations with three of them. Enjoy the living space with its soft tones and modern sensibility. Step outside on to your private patio where you are greeted by the second fireplace, patio seating including lounge chairs and dining area, and an elegant hand painted mural, all set with beautiful foliage and a multi tiered water fountain. Retire into soft ambiance of the bedroom, where you can enjoy the relaxing sound of the third fireplace. Standard Room Rate $1,400 - A $700 Savings

The Mission Inn Hotel & Spa is offering University of California, Riverside employees and their families discounted double occupancy rates and discounted self-parking at $8.00 per day.

Contact the Sales Department at 800.344.4225 for room block assistance and information.

*Rates are subject to availability